Dear Foundation Supporters,

On behalf of students and our community, we thank you for your generous donations that benefit your child, and every student in LOSD’s six elementary, two middle and two high schools. Your donations enabled LOSF to contribute $1.145 million to LOSD and $210,314 in the Endowment in the 2018-19 school year, funding music and reading teachers at each elementary and science, technology, and art electives at each middle and high school.

We are awed by the talented students in LOSD and by your commitment to supporting excellent schools. This report highlights how your generosity has positively impacted the educational experience of every child in LOSD. We look forward to partnering with you again in the 2019-2020 school year. Thank you for your spirit of giving. Every donation makes a difference, every student benefits.

With much gratitude,

Bink Greene
Board President

Whitney Woolf
Interim Executive Director

Your Foundation Donations at Work

Teachers Funded by Lake Oswego Schools Foundation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Music</th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Art Electives</th>
<th>Science Electives</th>
<th>Technology Electives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ELEMENARY</td>
<td>MIDDLE SCHOOL</td>
<td>HIGH SCHOOL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Every gift makes a difference, every gift is appreciated. Thank you!

Donation Levels

$10,000 or more
$5,000 - $9,999
$2,500 - $4,999
$1,000 - $2,499
$480 - $1199
Up to $480

Our Donors

The following is a list of all donors to the Lake Oswego Schools Foundation for the fiscal year July 1, 2018 - June 30, 2019:

$10,000 or more
1 Anonymous Donor
Aaron Caughey
Albert and Jennifer Diaz
Yee Ling Hayden
Lake Oswego Schools Foundation Endowment
Gwen and Mark Matthews
New Seasons Market
Samantha Richardson
Michelle Gans
Grant and Heidi Hammensley
Bill and Rikiy Kornach
Doug and Elizabeth Kutella
John and Suzy Lautze
Angela and Rob Moreyhan
Scott Omlid
Matt and Sabrina Park
Mike and Tammy Perham
Paul and Rachel Phillips
Mark and Sarah Price
Mindly and Scott Redeler
Cal and Karen Reno
Daniele and JamesSayno
Sue and Tom Serf
Curt and Kathy Sheinin
Jason and Shonda Waxman

$2,000-$4,999
8 Anonymous Donors
Jill and Ken Abere
Amir and Kristen Aghdadi
Jennifer and Michael Allen
Jack and Sandra Andrews
Bob and Kathy Barman
Mark and Michelle Belstein
Colin and Laura Rents
Nancy and Tony Bignell
Meghan and Tod Bishop
Kelly and Lee Bradley
Alex and Ana Braghetta
Shannon and Tony Brauner

Lake Oswego School District ranked #1 in Oregon and among the best in America!
Support our teachers and students. Please donate generously at LOSFoundation.org.
OUR MISSION
We advance our community’s commitment to excellence in education for students in the Lake Oswego School District.

OUR VISION
Our vision is a community that is united in providing an exceptional education for all Lake Oswego School District students, now and for future generations.

OUR VALUES
1 – Integrity: We’re accountable, transparent, respectful and efficient
2 – Impartiality: We’re an independent nonprofit that partners with the Lake Oswego School District
3 – Results-driven: We hold ourselves to the highest standards of performance to build upon our track record of success
4 – Commitment: We’re a dedicated, hard working and forward thinking group of staff and volunteers
5 – Community Engagement: Our success is built upon positive, unifying relationships, partnerships and traditions within our community
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Average annual gift is $943
Average gift is $377

Financial Audit McDonald Jacobs, P.C.
Ensuring Lake Oswego’s legacy of educational excellence.

Amy and Jeff Olson
Justin Omistion and Ji Young Lee
Eric and Kathy Packard
Rajaram Pai and Rachelle Mascarenhas
Bill Parish and Sarah Yiang
Jim Patrizzi
Carolyn and Paul Petersen
Brady and Jill Phelps
Ken and Rachel Plese
Andy Porter
Josephine and Tony Prasad
Joe and Linda Provoz
Shannon and Wayne Pykson
David Rabbinov and Elizabeth Domagalski
Nate and Terri Riddifield
Christian Ramey and Andima Salinas
Karen and Tony Ruthmanner
Carolyn and Mark Reynolds
Claire and Tim Reynolds
Andrew and Kris Rice
Chris and Joy Rich
Don and Melinda Riggins
Emily and Jeff Roberts
Greg Rodrick
Jeff and Stephanie Rogers
Abbey and Mark Rollin
Heather and Omar Romero
Bill and Jeannie Rooney
Mary Rutinsky
Kelliem and Liz Russell
Curt Ryniak
Dan and Tracy Saefinger
Chris Sahni and Carlotta Watson
Jodi and Kevin Saudek
Joseph Sawyer and Susan Schrader
Angela and Trevor Schneck
Eric and Jenna Schindler
Richard and Susan Schmidt
Dan and Trixie Schienbaum
Barry and Heidi Schinmacher
Paul Schult and Megan Events
Bruce and Cody Schuman
Andrew and Linda Scipio Del Campo
Kim and Ryan Seely
Betsy and Wade Sedel
Katherine and Will Shallenberger
Pat and Sara Shannon
Lynwood Shannon and Jennifer Slickers
Nathan and Shelle Sheppard
Andrew and Colleen Sigman
Alison and Kevin Siebers
Richard and Wendy Singer
Devesh Singh and Japji Agwale
Alex and Lauren Smith
Brenda and Marc Smith
Danniel and Jeff Smith
Dean and Jlik Smith
Kelly and Rand Smith
Cyndi and Thiom Spear
Les and Tusselly Speier
Alex and Peter Spekaner
Scott and Sunny St. Germain
Amanda and Scott Stanley
Cyndi and Kelly Stark

Douglas and Lisa Stuart
Kent and Kim Studebaker
Jeremy and Melissa Stupfel
Allison and James Summers
Mike Sweeney and Betha Louie
Melanie and Will Symms
Colleen and Walter Sze
Nate and Rochelle Takara
Cariel and Darrell Tegarden
Anil and Charlotte Thomas
Iris and Ryan Tiley
Dave and Shannon Todd
Susan Tran
Kun-Han Tsai and Wan-Shu Lu
Liz and Ryan Tyson
Jeff and Sara Vandrehy
Dan and Nancy Wakefield
Matt and Pam Waldman
Michael Wallen and Kjerstin Clark
Cresy Walton
Kasey and Shawn Wanford
John Vleber
Melanie and Steve Weddle
John and Kris Wehn
Kenneth and Sara Wert
Jeanie and Jeffrey Williams
Cathy and Gary Willinger
Joanna and Wojciech Wizniowski
David and Whitney Wolff
Jay Wu and Dan Zhang
Ted Xu and Ke Chen
Nick Yang and Amanda Zhou
Frank and Martha Yohr
Brian and Peggy Yee
Charles Tim and Yvonne Kim

Paul and Sandi Zimmerman

Up To $480
98 Anonymous Donors
Bob and Steve Aaker
Bill and Bonnie Abade
Jim and Joanne Abreu
Jeff and Michelyn Ahrend
Ken Aikaw ino and Dada
Wittar Kranjiz
Nina and Robert Allan
Mustafa Al-Nouri and Haran Al-Hashimi
Jesus Alvarez and Gema Anderson
Stephanie Amick
Amy and Patrick Angel
Laura and Lucas Arriah
Anthony and Theresa Antonius
Jill Arena
David Armsby
Brian and Eden Armstrong
Joan and Paul Ash
Kristi and Stephen Ashbrook
David and Joan Avison
Heidi and Matt Bader
Aimee and Brian Baker
Kate Ball
Brenda and Craig Balrew
Jana and Jason Bambruck
Bill and Debra Barr
Ian and Kathy Barr
Joseph Bara
Sarah and Sean Barrera
Brandon and Erin Baxman
Alan and Lisa Bates
Donald and Nori Bates
Don and Joan Batten
Kirsten Baumgart
Kurt and Karen Baysinger
Chris and Heidi Beach
John and Tamara Beal
Mary and Richard Begin
Susie Bell
Jennifer and Nick Benelli
Brian and Cameron Bie
Byron and Emily Biggs
Keerti and Prashant Bilker
Judith Birli
Allison Bizazzo
Lary and Susan Black
Takale Bocci and Jeremy McWilliams
John and Kathy Bohl
Dannielle and Dustin Booth
Elizabeth and Neal Borelli
George and Mary Ann Bors
William Bowers and Carol Ann Simon
Brett and Wendy Boyles

LOSFoundation.org
Invest in the future of our kids! Visit LOSFoundation.org and make a donation.
Why Consider Giving An Endowment Gift

Giving a gift to the endowment is one of the greatest investments you can make in our community.

Endowment gifts provide more stable funding to accelerate our most effective educational opportunities today and in the future.

The Foundation’s endowment fund is currently over $1 million, plan additional $750,000 in new bequests. Disbursements from the endowment make it the second largest contributor to the annual campaign.

Lake Oswego Schools Foundation's endowment funds are held at Oregon Community Foundation (OCF), one of the premier community foundations in the world. By leveraging OCF’s stewardship and long-term investment program, the endowment is maintained in perpetuity to provide stable income for the Foundation in protecting and accelerating educational excellence in our community.
Every year, more than 7,000 students -- kindergartners through 12 graders -- benefit from our community’s contributions to the Foundation.

Who Gives?
Parents with students in school: 60% Community residents and businesses: 20% Companies matching gifts: 20%

The Standard
Themma-Tru Corp
Thermo Fisher
Thomson Reuters
Travelers
Umpqua Bank
US Bank
Wells Fargo
Workday
Zimmer Gunsul Frasca Architects

Local Business Sponsors
Chamber of Commerce
Chud’s Place
Dr Sessions
Freeman Motors
Grapevine
Kari Borgen with Orthodontic Specialists of Lake Oswego
Kelly’s Jellies
Lake Grove Chevron
Lara James
Larry Thompson of American Family Insurance
New Seasons
Nietland Homes
Northstar Property Management
Olsen Pediatric
One River School Lake Oswego
Osweego Real Estate Group
Pamplin Media/Lake Oswego Review
Rebound Orthopedics & Neurosurgery
Ryan Hughes with Lakeside Pediatric Dentistry
Salt & Straw

Endowment Donors
7 Anonymous Donors
Bob and Katy Barman
Coventry and Mark Boucher
Bob and Linda Brown
Bob and Ruthanne Carothers
Aaron Caughey
Karen and Rhonda Cohen
John and Laury Cooper
Dave and Debbie Craig
Kari and Matt Curry
Liz Dennis and Fili Pavlish
DM and Jason Thulker
Joel and Karen Fischer
Margaret and Russ Garrett
Brad and Julie Gensertz
Neelam Gupta and Kabir Bhatia
Paul Kachel and Mary Ann Kunikel
Jennifer and John LaMotte
Kevin and Mary Kay Lanson
Braxon Lathrop and Linda Stanford
Christina and Moshin Lee
Ezra and Kellef Merrill
Ron Meyers and Jannah McCormick
Cedar and Jennifer Miller
Heather and Kevin Murphy
Josephine and Tony Prasad
Amy and Damien Retward Hendricks
David and Esther Schaeffer
David and Whitney Woolf
In Honor Of
In Honor of: Chris Grub
Ken Webster and Steph Copeland
In Honor of: Dave and Debbie Craig
Bob and Linda Brown
In Honor of: Deanna Dewberry
John Sawicki and Molly Norton
In Honor of: Dr & Mrs Robert Pamplin
Adrienne and Russell Tromley
In Honor of: Jake and Sophie Steinberg
Bob and Wendy Steinberg
In Honor of: Jeremy “Mo” Linver
Brian and Tammy Linver
In Honor of: Kristi Lunde
Dan and Nancy Wakefield
In Honor of: Liz Hartman
Robin and Roger Garin
In Honor of: Luke and Gianna Alati
Karen and Paul Alati
In Honor of: Mike Musick
Donor Name Anonymous
In Honor of: Mike Musick
David and Whitney Woolf
In Honor of: Oak Creek Families
Harish and Lakshmi Thiragaj
In Honor of: Schyler & Amanda Dickenson - teachers
Keith and Peggy Dickenson
In Honor of: The Hayden-Kolman Family
Yee Ling Hayden
In Honor of: The Kirk Olsen Family
Chris and Louisa Sandvig
In Honor of: William and Lucy Adeline Dela Cruz
Miguel Dela Cruz and Cristina De Castro-Dela Cruz
In Memory Of
In Memory of: Alan Dahn
Marsia Cook Gartell
In Memory of: Allison B. Cohen
Kenny and Rhonda Cohen
In Memory of: Bear Transud
Julie and Kirk Transud
In Memory of: Bob Kammeijer
Kirk and Wendy Olsen
In Memory of: Brie Glover
Vade Olsen and Jackie Seto
In Memory of: Clifford Halverson
Lary and Marilyn Retling
In Memory of: Dorothy R West
Julie and Pete Oliver
In Memory of: Lloyd F Millhollin, Jr.
Denise and Michael Millhollin
In Memory of: Marrian Davis
Mike Davis
In Memory of: Mark Douglas Ward
Shirley Ward
In Memory of: Nina Hederken
Laura and Todd Hederken
In Memory of: Robert Paul Kammeijer
Gunnar Sedleniek
In Memory of: TJ Schmid
Carol Schmid Peterson

2018-2019 Board of Directors

Executive Committee
Kirk Olsen - President
Kirsten Aird - Vice President
Chris Grub - Vice President
Mike Watson - Treasurer
Bink Greene - Secretary
Deanne Crane Knipple - Member-at-Large
Jennifer Zagacki - Member-at-Large
John Goerges - Past President

Board Members
Lisa Abbott
Chad Carter
Tamara Divergilio
Neelam Gupta
Karen Harding
Elizabeth Hills

Allison Kim
Jami Krup
Eleanor Law
Ashley Markham
Ezra Merrill
Jen Miller
Darin Richards
Ben Tamburro
Lynne Thompson
Bill Wooderuff

Student Representatives
Michael Murray
Karthik Sreedhar

Staff
Mary Kay Lanson
Kim Wagner
Whitney Woolf

Make a generous donation today at LOSFoundation.org

Many thanks to our title sponsors:
Lake Oswego Review

Lake Oswego Schools Foundation, P.O. Box 70, Lake Oswego, OR 97034 (503) 534-2106

LOSFoundation.org
facebook.com/LOSFoundation